Fixin' a Hole

F C+G Fm Fm7 Bb7

1

I'm

13 F C+ 13 Fm7 13 Fm(Δ7)

5 fixin' a hole where the rain gets in and

13 Fm Fm7 6 Bb7

7 stops my mind from wandering where it will

13 Fm7 13 Bb9

9 go
I'm filling the cracks that ran thru the door and kept my mind from wandering where it will go.

---

Note: The music notation includes guitar chord diagrams and some text annotations.
21 really doesn't matter if I'm wrong I'm right where I belong

23 long I'm right where I belong

1. See the people standing there who disagree and never win and
2. Silly people run a-round, they worry me and never ask me
wonder why they don't get in my door. I'm
why they don't get past my door. I'm

painting the room in a colourful way, and
taking my time for a number of things that

when my mind is wandering there I will
weren't important yesterday, and I still

--- go. --- go. ---
Not in Ted’s arrangement, but part of the song:

Also try this down an octave:
Solo Guitar

Fixin' A Hole

as given to Craig Price

6-18-92

Repeat 2 Times (Total 3)

Intro:

Quick break, hit w/sustaining hit

Bass

4th Arp. chord as in below twice

Twice

3 Times Total

3 Times

4 times

3 times

2nd Str.

beg

deg

6th